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a b s t r a c t

Triclosan (TCS) is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial used in a variety of consumer products. While it was
recently banned from hand soaps in the US, it is still a key ingredient in a top-selling toothpaste. TCS is a
hydrophobic micropollutant that is recalcitrant under anaerobic digestion thereby resulting in high TCS
concentrations in biosolids. The objective of this study was to determine the impact of TCS on the
antibiotic resistome and potential cross-protection in lab-scale anaerobic digesters using shotgun met-
agenomics. It was hypothesized that metagenomics would reveal selection for antibiotic resistance genes
(ARGs) not previously found in pure culture studies or mixed-culture studies using targeted qPCR. In this
study, four different levels of TCS were continuously fed to triplicate lab-scale anaerobic digesters to
assess the effect of TCS levels on the antibiotic resistance gene profiles (resistome). Blasting metagenomic
reads against antibiotic/metal resistance gene database (BacMet) revealed that ARG diversity and
abundance changed along the TCS concentration gradient. While loss of bacterial diversity and digester
function were observed in the digester treated with the highest TCS concentration, FabV, which is a
known TCS resistance gene, increased in this extremely high TCS environment. The abundance of several
other known ARG or metal resistance genes (MRGs), including corA and arsB, also increased as the
concentrations of TCS increased. Analysis of other functional genes using SEED database revealed the
increase of potentially key genes for resistance including different types of transporters and transposons.
These results indicate that antimicrobials can alter the abundance of multiple resistance genes in
anaerobic digesters evenwhen function (i.e. methane production) is maintained. This study also suggests
that enriched ARGs could be released into environments with biosolids land application.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the United States alone over 20,000 deaths annually are
attributed to infections caused by antibiotic resistance bacteria, and
the associated health costs are over one billion dollars (CDC, 2013).
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) warns that
we may soon enter a post-antibiotic era where antibiotics are no
longer effective. Every year approximately 260 million pre-
scriptions of antibiotics were provided for outpatients to treat in-
fections in the United States from 2006 to 2010 (Suda et al., 2014),
while significantly higher amount of antibiotics (accounting for
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nearly 80% of all antibiotic consumptions) have been used for ani-
mal husbandry (Van Boeckel et al., 2015). The paradox underlying
antibiotic usage is that the more they are used the less effective
they become (Levy, 2013; Barbosa and Levy, 2000; Levy and
Marshall, 2004). Antibiotic resistance is indeed a natural process,
in part because microbes antagonistically interact against one
another in a community to compete for resources and spaces
(Martínez, 2008; Fujimoto et al., 2017).

Anthropogenic activities, however, have generated more sour-
ces for dissemination of antibiotic resistance into the environment
and stressors for selection of antibiotic resistance. Sources include
hospital wastewater (Timraz et al., 2017), manure application
(Munir and Xagoraraki, 2011; Fahrenfeld et al., 2014), agricultural
runoff (Fahrenfeld et al., 2014), and wastewater treatment plants,
including both the liquid and solid effluents (LaPara et al., 2011;
Munir et al., 2011; Ju et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2015; Rizzo et al., 2013;
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Ma et al., 2011). During wastewater treatment processes, antibiotic
resistance genes could be horizontally transferred via conjugation
of plasmids and/or other mobile elements in genomes (Rizzo et al.,
2013). Furthermore, many antibiotics are recalcitrant towastewater
treatment processes and are released into environments without
being degraded (Levy and Marshall, 2004). Other chemical
stressors including metals (Baker-Austin et al., 2006) and antimi-
crobials (Carey and McNamara, 2016) have also been linked to se-
lection for antibiotic resistance. Note that the term ‘antibiotic’ is
used to describe compounds (typically derived from microorgan-
isms) used for clinical purposes to treat bacterial infections (e.g.
vancomycin). Antimicrobial is a broader term encompassing all
chemicals that inhibit growth of microorganisms. Antibiotics are
thus a subset of antimicrobials, but we use the term antibiotic to
note when we are specifically referring to clinically-relevant drugs.
Accumulation of antibiotics and antimicrobials in water and soil
could alter microbial communities in environments (Johnson et al.,
2009) and thus potentially affect natural biogeochemical processes
that are mediated by microbes. Increased stressors in water and
soils and subsequent selection for ARGs in natural environments
may also pose threat to public health as human pathogens may
acquire resistance (Martínez, 2008).

Triclosan (TCS) is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial that is a
stressor for antibiotic resistance and is widely found in the envi-
ronment including surface water, soil and sediments (Carey and
McNamara, 2015). TCS has been used in a wide variety of con-
sumer products for decades including hand soaps and toothpaste
(Macri, 2017). In 2017, the FDA finalized the rule that banned over-
the-counter hand soaps that contained TCS, in part because TCS
was linked to antibiotic resistance (USFDA, 2016; McNamara and
Levy, 2016). Even with the ban, TCS will still be prevalent as it is a
key ingredient in one of the top selling toothpastes (Macri, 2017).
The widespread use of TCS has resulted in its widespread detection
throughout the environment, leading to concern for widespread
selection of environmental antibiotic resistance (Carey and
McNamara, 2015; Chalew and Halden, 2009).

While TCS has been used as a broad-spectrum antimicrobial, the
sensitivity to TCS varies across microorganisms (Russell, 2003). A
specific genetic target of TCS was previously identified in genus
Escherichia (McMurry et al., 1998; Levy et al., 1999). In E.coli, TCS
targets fatty acid biosynthesis by inhibiting function of the fabI
(enoyl-acyl-carrier protein reductase) gene (McMurry et al., 1998;
Levy et al., 1999). Escherichia and some other gammaproteobacteria
genera acquire resistance to TCS through mutation of fabI
(Brenwald and Fraise, 2003), expression of fabK (Heath and Rock,
2000) or fabV (Zhu et al., 2010), isoenzymes of fabI, or through
efflux pumps including mex genes (Chuanchuen et al., 2001). Non-
specific mechanisms including expression of transporters were also
suggested to contribute to resistance toTCS (Tkachenko et al., 2007;
Yu et al., 2010). While the target of TCS have been primarily studied
in genera within gamma-proteobacteria, targets of TCS in other
phyla including Firmicutes remain unknown (Heath and Rock,
2000). Archaea has distinct fatty acid synthesis mechanisms from
bacteria (Lombard et al., 2012), thus the target(s) of TCS presumably
differ from bacterial lineage. A major concern surrounding TCS
resistance is that bacteria exposed to TCS can develop resistance to
other clinically important antibiotics (i.e. cross-protection)
including ciprofloxacin (Chuanchuen et al., 2001; Braoudaki and
Hilton, 2004) and other antibiotics (Carey and McNamara, 2015;
Braoudaki and Hilton, 2004; Middleton and Salierno, 2013).
Although many studies on TCS and antibiotic resistance mecha-
nisms have been conducted on pure cultures (Chuanchuen et al.,
2001; Braoudaki and Hilton, 2004; Pycke et al., 2010a; Pycke
et al., 2010b; Chuanchuen et al., 2003), the impact of TCS on anti-
biotic resistance in mixed microbial communities is of great
importance for understanding the potential impacts of this broad-
spectrum antimicrobial on the spread of antibiotic resistance,
particularly in anaerobic digesters where TCS is most likely to pass
through due to its hydrophobic nature and recalcitrance under
anaerobic conditions (Ying et al., 2007; McNamara and Krzmarzick,
2013; Pycke et al., 2014; Heidler and Halden, 2008). Furthermore,
over half of biosolids in the United States are land applied providing
a direct route into the environment (Gude, 2015).

Few studies have investigated the role of TCS on ARGs in
anaerobic digesters. To the best of our knowledge, no research has
employedmetagenomic analysis to determine the impact of TCS on
the antibiotic resistome in anaerobic digestion. Previous work
revealed that TCS selected for mexB, a multidrug efflux pump, in
anaerobic digesters seeded with manure (McNamara et al., 2014)
and municipal biosolids (Carey et al., 2016). These studies
employed quantitative PCR (qPCR) which limits the scope of genes
that can be found, as qPCR uses primers that target specific genes of
interest. A recent study investigating the impact of TCS on the soil
microbiome using fosmid clone library revealedmultiple resistance
mechanisms to TCS (Khan et al., 2016), indicating that the impacts
of TCS on the antibiotic resistome in anaerobic digesters could be
far greater than previously revealed by targeted research. A more
comprehensive metagenomics approach needs to be employed to
determine the impact of TCS on the antibiotic resistome in mixed
microbial communities, specifically anaerobic digesters.

The objective of this research was to determine the effect of
different TCS concentrations on the antibiotic resistome in anaer-
obic digestion. Laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters were contin-
uously fed with TCS at levels ranging from background
concentrations found in the seed biosolids to an order of magnitude
higher than the maximum concentration found in biosolids. Met-
agenomic analysis was employed to characterize the antibiotic
resistome. Based on anaerobic digesters having diverse microbial
communities, it was hypothesized that resistance to TCS could be
acquired through different mechanisms and that the response of
the antibiotic resistomes would reveal resistance mechanisms not
previously found in pure culture studies and mixed culture studies
with targeted qPCR. It was also hypothesized that genes contrib-
uting to TCS resistance would have positive correlations between
their abundance and TCS concentrations.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental setup

Triplicate lab-scale anaerobic digesters were operated as pre-
viously described (Carey et al., 2016). Briefly, digesters (160mL
serum bottles with 50mL active volume) were inoculated with
biomass from full-scale anaerobic digesters at South Shore Water
Reclamantion Facility (Oak Creek, WI, USA). The digesters had a 10-
day solids retention time (SRT). Digesters were fed semi-
continuously in a batch reactor, where 5mL of sludge was
removed every day and 5mL of synthetic primary sludge consisting
of dried dog food and nutrient media was added. The chemical
oxygen demand (COD) loading rate was 3.6 g COD/(Lr-day). Di-
gesters weremixed on a shaker table at 100 rpm andwere operated
at 35 �C.

Five sets of triplicate digesters were operated at the following
target concentrations: i) “background” that was fed 30mg/kg TCS
for the duration of the experiment (equivalent toTCS concentration
found in seed biomass in mg TCS per kg dry biosolids), ii) “low” fed
at 100mg/kg, iii) “medium” fed at 850mg/kg, iv) “high” fed at
2500mg/kg, and v) a control set that was not fed any TCS. In a 2001
study by the EPA, the highest TCS concentration detected in bio-
solids was 133mg/kg (mg TCS per kg dry biosolids) (EPA, 2001).
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Thus, the background and low sets represent environmentally
relevant concentrations, the medium set was approximately 6-fold
higher than the maximum environmental concentration, and the
high set was an order of magnitude greater than the maximum
measured environmental concentration. For the first 45 days,
digester sets i-iv were fed the background level. On Day 46, the TCS
concentration in the feed was changed to the target concentration;
the target concentrations were achieved by approximately Day 75,
or 3 SRT values. Five mL of sludge samples were collected on Day
110 when the digesters had been receiving their designated TCS
concentration for more than 3 SRT values. Out of 5mL, 1.8mL were
used for DNA analysis. Gas production in headspace was measured
using a 150mL wetted syringe and methane content was deter-
mined using a gas chromatography (7890A, Angilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA) (see detailed procedures in Carey et al., 2016).

2.2. DNA extraction and shotgun metagenomics sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted via MP FastDNA SPIN kits (Solon,
Ohio) with a minor modification that included three freeze-thaw
cycles (McNamara et al., 2014). The concentrations of the extrac-
ted DNA were measured using NanoDrop Lite Spectrophotometer
(Thermo-Fisher Scientific, MA), a compact version of NanoDrop
2000/2000C (Desjardins and Conklin, 2010), and were sent to a
sequencing facility at the Research Technology Supporting Facility
(RTSF) in Michigan State University after adjusting the concentra-
tions to 10 ng/ml by diluting with DNase free water. Shotgun met-
agenomics library was prepared using TruSeq Nano DNA Library
Preparation Kit (illumine, CA) with insertion size of approximately
550bp long at the RTSF. Adapter sequences were ligated and puri-
fied according to the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Preparation Kit
protocol (Illumina, 2015). The concentration of each library was
measured using Qubit and Kapa Library Quantification qPCR and
libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts. Sequencing was per-
formed using the Illumina HiSeq 2500 Rapid Run Flow Cell in 2 x
150 paired end format with dual lane loading. The sequencing of
the same library pool was repeated with a single lane to generate
more sequence reads. The raw read data were demultiplexed and
converted to fastq format.

2.3. Sequence data analysis

The fastq outputs of the short sequence reads from the three
lanes were concatenated using “zcat” command in linux for each
direction. The concatenated sequence reads data from both di-
rections of 15 samples were submitted to MG-RAST (Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory) (Meyer et al., 2008) for initial processing that
removed low quality or duplicate reads. The submitted meta-
genomics reads were deposited in MG-RAST database under the
project name “Anaerobic Digester Triclosan”. For antibiotic resis-
tome analysis, the first 12 million reads of the quality reads from
single direction of each sample were selected using a custom
command in linux (to minimize the reads bias on antibiotic gene
abundance across samples) and were blasted against antibiotic
resistance genes (ARG) and metal resistance genes (MRG) database
using BacMet (Pal et al., 2013). The output antibiotic resistome
matrix from BacMet was used to create a PCoA plot with Bray-
Curtis distance. ANOSIM was performed to assess the significance
of clustering using vegan package with Bray-Curtis distance in R (R
Core Team, 2013). ARGs or MRGs that increased their abundance
along the TCS concentration gradient were screened using pairwise
comparisons against the control group in STAMP (Parks et al., 2014)
withWhite non-parametric test (White et al., 2009). ARGs or MRGs
that had P values less than 0.05 in any of the pairwise comparisons
against the control group were considered statistically significant
in this screening process.
For ribosomal RNA gene analysis, all quality reads that passed

through the initial quality control processing in MG-RAST were
further processed for gene annotations in MG-RAST. The ribosomal
RNA gene detection was performed using vsearch (Rognes et al.,
2016) with the subset of Silva (Pruesse et al., 2007), Greengene
(DeSantis et al., 2006) and RDP (Cole et al., 2003) combined data-
base. For those reads that were identified as 16S rRNA gene, the
short reads were clustered at 97% sequence similarity using cd-hit
(Fu et al., 2012), and taxonomy of the clustered reads (represented
by the longest read in a cluster) were determined using BLAT al-
gorithm (Kent, 2002) with the Silva, Greengene and RDP combined
database in MG-RAST. The obtained taxa-abundance matrix was
rarefied in R using “rrarefy” function in vegan package, and a PCoA
plot was generated in R using “ggplot” function with the Bray-
Curtis distance of the rarefied matrix. ANOSIM was performed in
R with Bray-Curtis distance using vegan package to evaluate
whether the observed clustering was by chance or statistically
significant.

For functional gene analysis, the quality reads were subjected to
FragGeneScan (Rho et al., 2010) to predict the Open Reading Frames
(ORFs). The function and taxonomic identity of the predicted ORFs
were annotated using m5nr database (Wilke et al., 2012) in MG-
RAST. A rarefaction curve that depicts the relationship between
the number of reads and species counts (based on the gene anno-
tation using m5nr database) was generated. Species counts were
compared across different TCS levels after rarefying metagenomic
reads at 10 million using the rarefaction curve. ANOVA followed by
post hoc multiple comparisons with Tukey correction was per-
formed using TukeyHSD function with an aov model in R to assess
the difference in species counts across the TCS gradients. The
abundance profile of the functional genes were also generated with
SEED subsystems approach (Overbeek et al., 2013) in MG-RAST. The
abundance profile was rarefied in R using “rrarefy” function in
vegan package. The abundance of the annotated functional genes
was examined for the positive responses to increased TCS con-
centrations. The abundance of the annotated functional genes in
each TCS level was compared to that in the control group using
STAMP with Welch's unequal variance test (Ruxton, 2006). The
functional genes with P values less than 0.01 (stringent cut-off
level) in any of the comparisons against control group were
considered responding positively to the TCS concentrations and
were plotted in R.
3. Results

3.1. Digester function

The main goal of this study was to determine the impact of TCS
concentrations on the antibiotic resistome in anaerobic digesters.
The impact of TCS concentrations on digester function was previ-
ously reported but is briefly described here because the functional
health of the digesters is relevant to the discussion of microbial
communities and antibiotic resistomes. In short, the control,
background, low, and medium digester sets all maintained func-
tional health, i.e. methane production was consistent, and pH was
maintained near neutral (Carey et al., 2016). The TCS concentrations
used in the high sets, however, resulted in essentially failed
anaerobic digestion. Methane production nearly ceased and pH
dropped to approximately 5 in all three replicates. When analyzing
impacts of TCS on antibiotic resistomes it is important to note that
digester sets with TCS concentrations from 0 to 850mg/kg main-
tained functional health while the high set at 2500mg/kg did not
maintain functional health (Carey et al., 2016).



Fig. 2. PCoA plot using Bray-Curtis distance of 16S rRNA annotated metagenomic
reads.
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3.2. The effect of TCS concentrations on bacterial diversity and
community compositions

High TCS concentrations affected both species richness and
microbial community compositions (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Species rich-
ness, which is represented by species counts based on the anno-
tation of functional genes in m5nr database, was not statistically
different from control through medium sets (ANOVAwith post hoc,
p> 0.25). However, in the high TCS set, species counts dropped
approximately by half (Fig. 1). The difference in the species counts
between the high TCS set and all other sets was statistically sig-
nificant (ANOVA with post hoc, p< 0.001) when compared at the
rarefied 10 million reads (Fig. 1), which already reached plateau in
rarefaction curves (Fig. S1). The drop in species counts is attributed
to the lower tolerance of many microbial taxa to the high TCS
concentrations.

Metagenomic reads that were annotated as 16S ribosomal RNA
in Silva, Greengene and RDP combined databasewere retrieved and
microbial communities were compared across digester sets with
different TCS concentrations. Microbial community compositions of
samples treated at the high TCS concentration significantly differed
from those treated with lower concentrations (Fig. 2, p¼ 0.004,
ANOSIM). When microbial communities were examined at
phylum-class level, the high TCS samples had more Bacteroidetes
and less fermicutes compared to the other digester sets treated
with lower TCS concentrations. Phylum Spirochaetes, Euryarcheota,
and class Deltaproteobacteria also decreased in samples treated
with the high TCS concentrations (Fig. S2). Loss of microbial taxa
from digester microbial populations including methanogens that
belong to phylum Euryarcheota and some key syntrophs that
belong to deltaproteobacteria likely contributed to the loss of
digester function.
3.3. The effect of TCS concentrations on the antibiotic resistome

The abundance of antibiotic resistance genes and metal resis-
tance genes in each sample was assessed by blasting metagenomic
reads against an ARG/MRG database (BacMet). A principal co-
ordinates plot was generated using the BacMet output matrix with
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity distance (Fig. 3). The resistome of di-
gesters that were treated with the highest TCS concentration were
Fig. 1. Observed species counts across different TCS treatment groups rarefied at ten
million reads.
significantly different from the rest of the samples (see the axis 1 of
Fig. 3: p¼ 0.005, ANOSIM). Increasing TCS doses also had an effect
on resistomes as control samples were separated from background,
low and medium digester sets (along the axis 2 of Fig. 3). The
function of the digesters treatedwith background, lowandmedium
concentrations of TCS were maintained, indicating that TCS can
alter antibiotic resistomes without inhibiting function.

Although the abundance of some ARGs and MRGs that were
present in control digesters decreased as TCS concentration
increased, the abundance of other ARGs and MRGs increased with
TCS dosage. In order to identify ARGs and MRGs that contributed to
resistance against TCS, ARGs and MRGs with significantly increased
abundance along TCS gradients were plotted (Fig. 4). The abun-
dance of nine ARGs or MRGs were found to increase with TCS
concentrations. The patterns of increasing trend differ across ARGs
and MRGs. Three different patterns were observed for how
increased TCS concentrations affected the abundance of resistance
genes. One was that the abundance of genes increased only when
Fig. 3. PCoA resistome plot across samples treated with different concentrations of
TCS.



Fig. 4. Changes in ARG and MRG abundance along TCS gradients.
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sludge samples were exposed to the highest doses (CorA and FabV).
Another pattern was that gene abundance increased from the
control to the highest doses (arsB). The other pattern was that the
abundance of genes increased up to medium doses and collapsed at
the highest doses (copA, bexA, zupT/ygiE, csoR, ziaA, and gadC/
xasA).

The possibility that other functional genesmay confer resistance
to TCS was examined using gene annotations with functional level
of the SEED subsystems. The abundance of 75 genes was found to
increase with an increase in TCS concentrations. Twenty two out of
75 genes were identified to be “transporters” which facilitate
transportation of specific molecules between cell membranes.
Those identified include metal transporters, nucleotide trans-
porters, amino acid transporters, sugar transporters, and others.
Genes associated with conjugative transposons including TraG,
TraK, TraM and TraN were also identified to increase in abundance
as TCS concentrations increased (all Tra genes increased their
abundance at the highest TCS level). The abundance of a gene that
encodes for an integrase also increased at the highest TCS level.
Similar to patterns observed between ARG abundance and TCS
concentrations, the increasing trends of other functional genes
were also categorized into three groups. For one group, the increase
in gene abundance was not observed until sludge was exposed to
the highest doses (Fig. 5A). A total 31 genes followed this trend
including conjugative transposon proteins and several transporter
genes (Fig. S3, Panel A). As for the second group, the increase in
gene abundance relative to the control was observed at back-
ground, low, and/or medium TCS concentrations, but decreased at
the highest TCS concentrations (Fig. 5B). A total of 30 genes fol-
lowed this pattern including several transporter genes for metals,
sugars, and amino acids (Fig. S3, Panel B). The third pattern
observed was that the abundance of functional genes increased as
the doses of TCS increased (Fig. 5C). A total of 14 genes followed this
pattern including those genes involved in transport of sugars and
nucleotides (Fig. S3 Panel C).

4. Discussion

The potential of broad-spectrum antimicrobials such as TCS to
enrich ARGs in anaerobic digesters was examined in this study.
Only a handful ARGs were previously known to confer resistance to
TCS prior to this study. As ARGs and MRGs are known to cross-
protect against a range of antibiotics and toxic metals, changes in
abundance of all previously known ARGs and MRGs, according to
BacMet database, were examined as a function of TCS doses in this
study. While TCS is an antimicrobial affecting a range of microbial
populations, we hypothesized that resistance mechanisms were
also diverse. Thus, we expanded our search for resistance mecha-
nisms to all other functional genes.

Multiple ARGs and MRGs responded to TCS in this study,
including fabV that was previously known to confer resistance to
TCS (Zhu et al., 2010). TCS acts on an enzyme that is involved in the
cellular membrane fatty acids synthesis (FabI), and the expression
of fabV, isoenzyme of fabI, confers resistance against TCS. The
abundance of fabV increased only for the high TCS digester set,
suggesting that the possession of fabV allowed them to survive
under the extremely high TCS concentration. Two other MRGs were
also identified to increase in the high TCS digester set and likely
confer resistance to high TCS concentrations, arsB and corA. ArsB is
a metal transporter gene that facilitates transportation of metals,



Fig. 5. Changes in abundance of other functional genes along TCS gradients. Panel A) genes that displayed steep increase in abundance at the highest TCS, B) genes that displayed
gradual increase in abundance up to medium TCS, and C) genes that displayed gradual increase in abundance up to the highest TCS.
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specifically arsenic (Shen et al., 2013). CorA is also a metal trans-
porter that is known to transport magnesium (Kehres et al., 1998).
Among all metal resistance genes in the BacMet database, corA and
arsB were the only genes whose abundance increased at a level that
was statistically significant when exposed to the high TCS digester
set. In contrast, the abundance of other MRGs including copA
(Rensing et al., 2000) and csoR (Corbett et al., 2011) for copper
resistance and ziaA (Busenlehner et al., 2003) and zupT (Grass et al.,
2005) for zinc resistance, increased only up to the medium TCS
digester set. It remains unknown what the unique features are for
corA and arsB in terms of their ability to confer resistance to the
highest TCS level. Other genes identified through this process are
bexA (Miyamae et al., 2001), a knownmultidrug resistance gene via
efflux pump, and gadC, a gene expressed during stress responses
including exposure to antibiotics (H€andel et al., 2014; Adam et al.,
2008). The abundance of mexB, a previously known resistance
gene to TCS (Chuanchuen et al., 2003; Ghosh et al., 2011), also
slightly increased as TCS doses increased, but not to the extent that
was statistically significant (p> 0.05 in any pairwise comparisons
relative to control). This is partly because the abundance of the
mexB gene in anaerobic digesters is not substantial enough to
reveal the effect of treatment relative to the control.

A possibility that other functional genes could confer resistance
to TCS was explored using the SEED database. Genes that were
identified to increase abundance upon exposure to TCS included
various types of transporters which facilitate transportation of
specific molecules across cell membranes. Those identified include
metal transporters, nucleotide transporters, amino acid trans-
porters, and sugar transporters. Although their known functions
are transporting specific molecules, their machinery could have
been used to remove TCS from cells. A potential role of transporters
in resistance to TCS has also been reported by a previous study
using Gene-Chip based RNA profiling (Tkachenko et al., 2007). It is
possible that these multiple transporter genes may additively help
the host microbes to survive under the high TCS environments,
unlike the case of fabV where a single gene confers resistance to
TCS. Alternatively, such transporter genes were potentially selected
for to compensate for the loss of essential molecules released by
non-specific efflux pumps together with TCS. Another group of
genes that were identified to increase in gene abundance with in-
creases in TCS concentrations was conjugative transposons.
Transposon related genes could be used to mobilize some ARGs or
MRGs that confer resistance to TCS (Bennett, 2008). The increased
gene abundance identified at the highest TCS level could be due to
the selection for microorganisms that originally housed the genes
that confer resistance to TCS or such resistance genes were hori-
zontally transferred to multiple different hosts via mobile genetic
elements (conjugative plasmids, transposons and integrase) and
subsequently enriched.

Although increased concentrations of TCS corresponded to in-
creases in the abundance of several genes, the type of increasing
trend varied across the genes. Some ARGs had increased abundance
at background, low, and medium TCS concentrations but collapsed
at the highest TCS doses. Other ARGs increased abundance gradu-
ally to the highest TCS doses, while some did not show any in-
creases until exposed to the highest TCS doses. Genes that have a
positive linear relationship with TCS from background to medium
level may have had a growth advantage in the system, while taxa
diversity was maintained at these TCS levels. The collapse at the
highest TCS dose suggests that taxa that housed such genes were
eliminated by the TCS or other environmental factors such as low
pH. Genes that increased their abundance up to the highest TCS
level may have had mechanisms that avoid or neutralize bacteri-
ocidal activities of TCS or hitchhiked with the taxa that house
resistance genes. Those genes that were flat (did not change gene
abundance) until the highest TCS dose could withstand TCS chal-
lenges, but had no competitive advantage from background to
medium TCS levels probably because resources and/or environ-
ments were not optimum for them to outgrow their competition. A
sudden increase at the highest dose was observed because the loss
of taxa in the system (depicted in Fig. 4) could indirectly increase
the gene abundance of remaining taxa that house such resistance
genes. The concentration that different ARGs are effective against
varies by ARG as indicated by the different responses of ARGs toTCS
concentrations. This differential effective range to TCS may create a
complex response of microbial communities to a given concentra-
tion of TCS in environments.

Our previous study based on 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing
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revealed that the high TCS concentration significantly altered mi-
crobial communities (Carey et al., 2016). Furthermore the high TCS
concentration resulted in the loss of digester function, including
substantial reduction in methane gas production (Carey et al.,
2016). This antibiotic resistomes analysis also revealed that anti-
biotic resistomes differ across TCS concentrations. While the largest
difference in resistome was detected between the high TCS con-
centration and others, the differences in the resistome were also
observed among controls, background, low, and medium sets even
when function was maintained. The background (30mg/kg) and
low (100mg/kg) TCS concentrations used in this study were within
the environmental range of TCS concentrations found in municipal
biosolids (EPA, 2009). The medium (850mg/kg) and high
(2500mg/kg) TCS concentrations tested were out of the range that
were typically found in wastewater, but corresponded to TCS doses
that resulted in 10% and 50% methane gas reduction in short-term
preliminary batch testing, respectively (Carey et al., 2016). As noted,
the methane production observed in this present long-term study
slightly differed from those obtained from preliminary batch ex-
periments, probably due to the difference in exposure duration. The
medium concentration used in this study (850mg/kg) was close to
the concentrations that were previously used for TCS resistance
studies by other researchers (1024mg/L in agar plate was used by
Chuanchuen et al. (Chuanchuen et al., 2003)). The highest TCS
concentration used in this study (2500mg/kg) was above the
concentrations that are typically found in anaerobic digesters that
were used in previous TCS resistance studies. Although anaerobic
digester function represented by methane gas production was
impaired at this highest TCS concentration, nearly half of microbial
taxa that were initially present survived at this extremely high TCS
concentration. Although the highest TCS concentration used in this
study may not reflect practical conditions, the highest concentra-
tion served as a unique environment that tests the ability of mi-
crobes to resist such extreme conditions. Higher concentrations
could also be found near facilities that manufacture TCS as has been
found for pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities (Phillips et al.,
2010).

Another limitation of this study was that we could not separate
the direct effect of TCS on ARGs from the indirect effect of altered
environmental conditions caused by TCS on ARGs. In the high TCS
digester sets, for example, this alteration in environmental condi-
tions included lowered pH which could have selected for microbes
that were resistant to acidic conditions. Some of the ARGs and
MRGs identified in this study may be associated with microbes that
adapted to lower pH, rather than associated with specific TCS
resistance mechanisms. Although a large number of genes were
identified to be more abundant at the highest TCS doses, it is
reasonable to assume that not all the genes were functioned to
confer resistance to TCS. While acidic pH was observed only in the
highest TCS digester set, the abundance of several resistance genes
increased from the control to the medium TCS level, where near
neutral pH was maintained. Thus, changes observed in resistome
within this TCS range were attributed to the direct effect of TCS on
ARGs.

Overall, results indicate that the abundance of several ARGs,
MRGs, transporters and mobile elements were enriched upon
addition of TCS. TCS is known to have biocide effects on a wide
range of microbial taxa (Bhargava and Leonard, 1996), although its
known target is limited to an enzyme, FabI, that is involved in fatty
acid synthesis and is essential in maintaining cellular membrane
integrity (McMurry et al., 1998). Although the resistance mecha-
nisms to TCS were presumed to be limited, including isoenzymes
(fabK and fabV) and efflux pumps, our study showed that several
other MRGs and transporters could confer resistance that allow
taxa to withstand extremely high TCS concentrations. This in turn
indicated that a single antimicrobial could select for various resis-
tance mechanisms that were present in the original seed microbial
community, depicting a complex nature of antibiotic resistance in
mixed cultures. Unlike pure culture or quantitative PCR based
approach, shotgun metagenomics approach in a mixed culture
revealed a diverse group of antibiotic resistance as we hypothesized
as well as other genes that are potentially involved in triclosan
resistance. Genes detected included previously unidentified resis-
tance mechanisms against TCS such as metal resistance genes,
various types of transporters, and mobile genetic elements.

This study also suggested that those ARGs, MRGs, and trans-
porters enriched in digester biosolids could be released into envi-
ronments with biosolids that are land applied. Although the fate of
those resistance genes in TCS adapted strains in environments re-
mains unknown, another study on clinically important ARGs sug-
gests ARGs released in soil through livestock manure land
application could be maintained for a couple of months in soil
(Fahrenfeld et al., 2014). These TCS adapted strains are equipped
with various efflux pumps and other transporting machineries that
could protect them from other antibiotics. The release of waste-
water effluents and land application of biosolids from wastewater
may pose risks as TCS concentrations accumulate in sediments and
soils and serve as a reservoir in selecting for ARGs in the environ-
ment. The use of TCS in toothpaste and other remaining hygiene
products needs to be seriously considered by incorporating these
potential negative impacts. TCS already released and accumulated
in environments could pose perpetual stress and force antibiotic
resistance selection in the environment.
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